Abstract-This paper presents a novel method of audio-visual feature-level fusion for person identification where both the speech and facial modalities may be corrupted, and there is a lack of prior knowledge about the corruption. Furthermore, we assume there are limited amount of training data for each modality (e.g., a short training speech segment and a single training facial image for each person). A new multimodal feature representation and a modified cosine similarity are introduced to combine and compare bimodal features with limited training data, as well as vastly differing data rates and feature sizes. Optimal feature selection and multicondition training are used to reduce the mismatch between training and testing, thereby making the system robust to unknown bimodal corruption. Experiments have been carried out on a bimodal dataset created from the SPIDRE speaker recognition database and AR face recognition database with variable noise corruption of speech and occlusion in the face images. The system's speaker identification performance on the SPIDRE database, and facial identification performance on the AR database, is comparable with the literature. Combining both modalities using the new method of multimodal fusion leads to significantly improved accuracy over the unimodal systems, even when both modalities have been corrupted. The new method also shows improved identification accuracy compared with the bimodal systems based on multicondition model training or missing-feature decoding alone.
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I. INTRODUCTION

B
IOMETRIC person identification becomes a challenging problem when the data used for identification are corrupted. The problem may be further compounded by a shortage of training data in both modalities. By combining information from multiple modalities, it is possible for a multimodal biometric system to both increase identification accuracy [1] and overcome the limitations of corruption in a single modality [2] - [6] . We consider the fusion of speech and facial data for person identification, assuming corruption of both modalities, i.e., nonstationary full-band corruption of speech and partial occlusion of the face. In addition, we assume there are only limited amount of training data available in both modalities, e.g., only a few We consider fusion of the speech and facial modalities at the feature level, i.e., low-level fusion. It has been argued that low-level fusion allows richer information to be extracted from biometric signals than high-level fusion such as at the score level [7] , [8] . However, this advantage must be balanced against the difficulty of feature-level fusion caused by differences in feature representations between modalities [9] . Feature-level fusion is often performed by concatenation of feature vectors [10] , which can lead to several problems. Interpolation has been used to overcome the problem of combining features captured at different sampling rates, for example, by increasing the sampling rate of video to match that of speech [11] , [12] . A similar effect to interpolation can also be achieved using a coupled hidden Markov model (HMM) [13] or a hybrid concatenation system [14] . Additionally, if one modality is represented by much larger feature vectors than the others, that modality will dominate in any comparison using the concatenated features. Typically, problems arising from large feature representations are mitigated by using dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal component analysis, linear discriminant analysis [10] , [15] , tensor-based methods [16] , manifold learning techniques [17] , or neural networks [18] , [19] . The use of certain dimensionality reduction methods may not be possible given only limited amount of training data. This small sample size problem has also been addressed for multimodal data, using geometry preserving projections [20] .
In this paper, we present a novel method for multimodal combination and comparison, which allows features of multiple modalities to be combined despite vast differences in both data rates and feature sizes. Specifically, we combine a single facial image with multiple speech frames, where the facial image is represented by very large Gabor features and each speech frame is represented using compact sub-band spectral features. This can be thought of as interpolation of the single face image over multiple speech frames. We then use modified cosine similarity to compare the bimodal feature vectors for person identification, which provides a normalized similarity for both modalities despite the imbalance in feature sizes.
We further consider scenarios in which there are limited training data in both the facial and speech modalities. While facial identification is often performed using just a single training image per person [21] - [24] , speaker identification is usually performed using a statistical model, such as a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) or HMM, assuming there are significant amount of training data from each speaker. In the case of limited training data, it may not be feasible to reliably estimate the parameters of 2168-2291/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE such a statistical model directly. As a solution, parameters can be adapted from a universal background model [25] , [26] . Recently, speaker identification methods based on similarity rather than probability, such as fuzzy vector quantization [27] , [28] , have been developed as an alternative solution to the problem of limited training data. The work in [29] has discussed the selection of discriminative features from limited training data for speaker recognition. An earlier nonstatistical approach used a linear classifier to separate the true speaker from imposters [30] .
Finally, we consider the presence of both environmental audio noise and facial occlusion, under which conditions speaker and face recognition become much more difficult problems. With a priori knowledge of the noise characteristics, it may be possible to remove the effect of the noise from recognition, using speech enhancement or noise compensation techniques (e.g., spectral subtraction [31] or Wiener filtering [32] ). Additionally, robust features, e.g., RASTA [33] , missing-feature theory, and multistyle training [34] - [36] have also been used to develop noise-robust speaker recognition systems. Most of these systems are built using statistical speaker models (e.g., GMMs or HMMs). In this paper, we extend the study of noise robustness into similarity-based speaker recognition, to tackle the problem of speaker recognition with limited training data. Specifically, we build on previous work [36] to develop a similarity-based framework that combines multicondition training and optimal feature selection. We aim to develop a method of robust speaker recognition in the presence of time-varying noise without assuming any specific information about the noise, and with limited training data.
Like noise in speech, occlusion of face images can dramatically degrade recognition accuracy. Partial occlusion is commonly dealt with by dividing the face into smaller subimages, each of which can be recognized separately. The recognition scores from the subimages can then be combined in a way that minimizes the contributions of the corrupted subimages. Methods for the combination include voting systems [37] , [38] and weighted averages [39] . It is also possible to use patch-based HMMs to model the face while ignoring occlusions [40] . Another recent approach based on sparse representation also shows robustness to partial occlusion but to achieve sparsity, this approach requires large number of training images per person [41] . In this paper, we study the problem of partially occluded face recognition as part of our bimodal system, within the framework of multicondition training with optimal feature selection. We aim to develop a system capable of recognizing a person with partially occluded face images without assuming specific information about the occlusion, and with a single training image for each person.
Many of the above problems, e.g., speaker recognition using noisy data, face recognition using occluded images, lack of prior knowledge about the noise or occlusion, limited training data, and bimodal fusion with balanced contributions from modalities with different data rates and feature sizes, have been studied previously. In this paper, we consider all of these problems simultaneously within a single framework. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the new method to combine speech and facial image features, and the modified cosine similarity for person recognition with limited training data for both modalities. Section III presents the framework that incorporates multicondition training and missing-feature theory into the similarity-based system, for robustness to simultaneous corruption of both modalities without assuming specific information about the corruption. Experimental studies of person identification are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SIMILARITY-BASED BIMODAL PERSON RECOGNITION
We consider the representation of a person by using a short speech segment and a single face image from the person. Let λ be the index of a person, belonging to a group Λ of persons of interest. Each person λ has a single face image I λ and a short speech segment of T frames
is the training speech frame at time t. To accommodate corruption in either or both of the modalities, we represent each speech frame as F nonoverlapped subbands, i.e.,
, where x λ f (t) is the feature for subband f in frame x λ (t). Similarly, we represent each face image as K nonoverlapped subimages, i.e.,
, where I λ k is the feature for the kth subimage. This way, corrupted subbands and/or subimages can be removed from the representation without affecting the other useful subbands and subimages. To overcome the problem of differing data rates between the two modalities, i.e., in order to combine a single static face image with a time sequence of speech frames, we combine the face image I λ with every speech frame x λ (t) to form a new bimodal time sequence X λ :
In this new bimodal time sequence, each bimodal frame x λ (t) groups together the speech subbands at time t and the whole face image represented by the subimages:
(2) This representation allows for a single static image to be combined with an arbitrary number of speech frames, eliminating the problem of differing data rates. 1 Although in this paper we study only the combination of a single face image with many speech frames, our system is general enough to be used with video of the face. In the training stage, we create the bimodal representation X λ for each person λ ∈ Λ. In recognition, let Y = (y(1), y(2), . . . , y(Γ)) be a test speech segment of Γ frames and J be a test image, from an unknown person. In the same way as before, we represent each speech frame y(t) in subbands y(t) = (y 1 (t), y 2 (t), . . . , y F (t)) and the face image J in subimages J = (J 1 , J 2 , . . . , J K ), to form a bimodal time sequence for the unknown person Y = {y (1) , y(2), . . . , y(Γ)}, where each bimodal frame y(t) = (y 1 (t), y 2 
represents a similarity measure between the test sequence Y and a model sequence X λ for person λ. We identify the unknown person as follows, assuming text-independent training and test speech segments:
In order to perform text-independent speaker recognition, for each test frame y(t), we select the best matching model frame
Typically, a speech frame x λ (t) of 20 ms long can be represented by using 30-40 features, covering 5-10 subbands (e.g., subband MFCC [36] ), while a facial subimage I k , of 20 × 20 pixels, for example, could be represented by more than 10 4 coefficients (e.g., Gabor features [42] ). Without proper normalization, such a huge disparity in feature sizes may cause the features from one modality to completely dominate in the comparison. In the following, we introduce a novel similarity measure, modified cosine similarity, to combine and compare modalities of different sizes, which effectively overcomes this problem.
The cosine similarity C(a, b) between two vectors a and b can be expressed as
If a and b are each divided into Q local vectors a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a Q ) and b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b Q ), (for example, if a and b each represent an image which is divided into Q smaller subimages), the cosine similarity between a and b can be expressed in terms of the cosine similarities between Q corresponding local vectors, i.e.,
where C(a q , b q ) = a q · b q / a q b q is the cosine similarity between local vectors a q and b q . From (5), we can see that the overall cosine similarity is the sum of all the local cosine similarities C(a q , b q ) weighted by w q , which equals the norms of the appropriate local vectors compared with the norms of the overall vectors. As the weight w q is a function of the overall norms, it will be affected by any local vector corruption in either a or b. In other words, the weighting can spread local vector corruptions globally. To avoid this problem, we assume a uniform weight w q for all the local vectors, meaning that they contribute equally to the overall similarity. Thus, we use a uniformly weighted cosine similarity to compare the two multimodal frames, i.e., y(t) and x λ (τ ), required in (3). This can be written as
Note that, since each similarity measure C(y f (t), x λ f (τ )) of speech subbands and C(J k , I λ k ) of facial subimages in (6) varies in the same range, from −1 to 1, all speech subbands and face subimages contribute equally to the overall similarity, independent of the vast size disparity between the two local modality features.
Equation (6) can be expressed in an equivalent form
where H > 1 is a positive base number. The function p(y(t)|x λ (τ )) shares the characteristics of an exponent-type likelihood function for the test frame y(t) associated with person λ, represented by the model frame x λ (τ ). Correspondingly, the recognition decision rule (3) can be written in an equivalent formλ
We will use this equivalent form to introduce robustness into the recognition system against corruption in either or both of the modalities. At this point, the new recognition system (8) is capable of accommodating speech and image features of different data rates, different feature sizes (e.g., long Gabor feature vectors for facial images versus short spectral feature vectors for speech frames), and accommodating limited training examples for both modalities (e.g., a short training speech segment, and as few as a single training image, for each person). In all our experiments, H is defined as 1.5 × 10 4 .
III. ROBUSTNESS TO CORRUPTION
The system as currently defined assumes that both the training and test data of the speech and face image are uncorrupted. We extend the system to be resistant both to background noise for the speech modality and to partial occlusion for the facial modality. We achieve this by first modifying the computation of the likelihood p(y(t)|x λ (τ )) of a noisy bimodal test frame y(t) associated with a clean bimodal model frame x λ (τ ), to incorporate multicondition training. Let
. , x λ (T )) be the given clean bimodal training sequence for person λ, and
represent L + 1 multicondition training sequences generated from X λ , where each X λ,i simulates a different corruption condition, with X λ,0 = X λ corresponding to the clean condition. These multicondition training sequences are combined to model a test bimodal sequence Y with feature corruption. The likelihood of a noisy test frame y(t) associated with a clean model frame x λ (τ ) given multicondition training can be written as
where p(y(t)|x λ,i (τ )) is the likelihood of the noisy test frame y(t) associated with the model frame x λ(τ ),i corrupted at condition i, and P (i|λ) represents our prior knowledge (e.g., a prior probability) of the corruption condition for person λ, which we assume to be a uniform distribution across all the training conditions. In our experiments, instead of assuming a priori knowledge about the test data corruption, for both speech and face, we try to compensate for a wide range of corruptions by properly generating the multicondition training data X λ,i and performing optimal feature selection in the recognition. For example, we add wideband noise to the clean speech training data at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) to simulate a broad range of acoustic noises. This scheme is combined with optimal feature selection, described below, in the decoding stage to make the system robust to corruption conditions unseen in the training stage.
Given the test data, in order to reduce mismatches between the simulated corruption and actual corruption, we introduce optimal feature selection. Instead of comparing the full sets of model and test features to calculate the frame likelihood [i.e., (9) ], which is subject to the contamination of training and test condition mismatch, we will determine the frame likelihood based only on the "matched" local features in terms of large likelihoods (these features are likely to correspond to those with matched training and testing conditions). Then, we perform recognition in favor of the person who has the maximum number of matched local features under the same multistyle training conditions for all the persons. Our algorithm can be viewed as an implementation of missing-feature theory or the recognitionby-parts principle [36] , [43] without assuming knowledge of the identities of the matched-condition features.
Consider the test frame y(t) and model frame x λ,i (τ ) under corruption condition i. The matched-feature likelihood can be expressed as p(y i (t)|x λ,i i (τ )), where y i (t) ⊆ y(t) is a test feature subset containing speech subbands and facial subimages which match the corresponding model feature subset x
, where i = {f } ∪ {k} is the index set defining the local speech and image features in the two matched sets, with f ∈ (1, 2, . . . , F ) and k ∈ (1, 2, . . . , K). We can obtain an estimate of x λ,i i (τ ), and hence y i (t), for each person λ at each simulated corruption condition i, by maximizing a "normalized likelihood" function P (x λ,i i (τ )|y i (t)) defined in (10) . Assuming an equal prior probability P for all model feature subsets, this normalized likelihood function is defined as
In the denominator, the first term is the average likelihood of the test feature subset, counting all the training persons, training frames, and training corruption conditions (including the clean training condition); the second term accounts for the likelihood of any test feature subset without matching training examples (hence, both the numerator and the first term of the denominator approach zero). 2 
The last inequality is obtained because p(y i 2 (t)|x
(τ )) based on the above assumption for the matched-feature sets. Rewriting the normalized likelihood (10) in terms of the likelihood ratios, we obtain
(12) Applying the likelihood ratio inequality (11) to this expression, we can obtain an inequality concerning the normalized likelihoods of the matched-feature sets with different sizes
This inequality indicates that larger normalized likelihoods are obtained when more features are matched. Note that the likelihood p(y i (t)|x λ,i i (τ )) and the normalized version P (x λ,i i (τ )|y i (t)) are proportional to each other. Therefore, substituting the matched-feature normalized likelihood P (x λ,i i (τ )|y i (t)) into (9) to replace the full feature set likelihood and further substituting the resulting multicondition frame likelihood into (8) to replace the single training condition frame likelihood, we can obtain a new recognition rule which seeks to find the most-likely person by jointly maximizing the normalized likelihood over all persons and all possible feature subsets for all the test frames:
As understood, this new recognition system (14) favors the person with the maximum number of matched features given the same training conditions for all the persons.
We say (14) is a recognition system that combines both multicondition training and optimal feature estimation, with the aim of offering robustness to unknown test corruption in either or both of the modalities. Ideally, multicondition training will cover the expected range of corruption, and optimal feature selection will refine the modeling accuracy for each specific corruption, by focusing on the local features likely to have matched corruption conditions. The system selects the person with the maximum number of matched features to minimize the error of recognition. Through optimal feature selection, the system is effectively changing the weighting given to each modality to reflect the amount of reliable information that can be extracted from each modality at every frame.
The computational complexity of the above system will grow linearly in the number of simulated noise conditions (i.e., L). However, the use of optimal feature selection together with multicondition training allows for a very large number of realistic noise conditions to be accommodated given only a small number of simulated noise conditions, meaning a reduced computational cost. Additionally, the feature selection in each frame can be computed efficiently (see a demonstration in [44] for face recognition based on GMM face models) and independently, meaning that the robust multimodal recognition system can be parallelized.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed system for bimodal person identification with limited training data and corruption of both modalities. Two databases were used in these experiments. First, the SPIDRE speaker database [45] , which is a subset of the switchboard database and consists of four telephony conversation halves from 45 speakers (27 male and 18 female), was used to provide the speech modality. Second, the AR facial image database [46] , which consists of the frontal face images of 126 persons with realistic partial occlusions, was used to provide the facial modality. Note that in many of the experiments discussed later, we used only a single short segment of speech or a single frame of facial image to represent a person. Therefore, the phrase training a model for each person is effectively a process of indexing the person to their available sample data.
Our experiments include three major parts. First, we considered the speech modality alone and compared the proposed new system, the modified cosine-similarity-based system, with conventional systems for speaker recognition. This comparison is focused on robustness both to limited training data and to variable types of noise corruption. Second, we considered the image modality alone and compared the new system with previously The data from this table are displayed in graphical form in Fig. 1 .
published systems for face recognition. This comparison is focused on robustness to realistic partial occlusion given limited training data. Finally, we conducted bimodal recognition experiments where either a single or both modalities were corrupted to varying degrees, given limited training data for both modalities. These last tests show how using both modalities together can improve recognition accuracy over the unimodal systems in adverse conditions.
A. Speaker Identification With Noise Corruption
In this study, we focused on the noise problem using the SPIDRE database. As in [45] and [47] , we used the two conversation halves from the same handset: one for training and the other for testing. Each speech sample was divided into 20-ms frames overlapping by 10 ms. Each frame, of a bandwidth of 4 kHz, was processed through a 22-channel log mel-scale filterbank and the filter outputs decorrelated with a high-pass filter, giving 21 decorrelated log mel filterbank coefficients. These coefficients were uniformly placed into groups of three, giving seven subband features. First-order derivative coefficients were included, resulting in 14-subband feature streams for each frame, each stream containing three elements. That is, each speech frame
for speaker λ is represented by F = 14 subband feature streams corresponding to seven subbands; each subband feature stream x λ f (t) contains three elements, corresponding to the static or first-order derivative of a subband. For the new system, speaker models were constructed using segments of speech from each speaker of varying durations from 1 to 30 s, and speaker identification experiments were performed using three test speech samples of durations varying from 1 to 30 s from each speaker. We compared the performance of the new system, given limited training data, against previously published results based on a GMM system. The GMM system contained 32 Gaussian densities with diagonal covariance matrices for each speaker and was trained using all the available training data (about 2 min) for each speaker [47] .
First, we compared speaker identification accuracy using the clean training and testing data. Table I presents the results for the proposed new system, as a function of both the training data duration and test data duration. The results are compared with that of the GMM system, cited from [47] . From these results, we can see that the identification accuracy of our new system with 30 s of training data is comparable with the GMMbased result. In fact, when the new system is trained with 30 s of speech and tested with 10 s of speech, its identification accuracy exceeded that of the GMM system with about 2 min of training data. The results indicate that the new recognition system based on modified cosine similarity is a viable method for speaker identification.
By examining the information from Table I in graphical form, shown in Fig. 1 , we can make several observations about the relationship between identification accuracy and testing/training duration. Given a short testing duration, e.g., 1 s of test data, reasonable identification accuracy can be achieved if there is sufficient training [see Fig. 1(a) ]. If, however, the training duration is very short, increasing testing duration does not necessarily improve accuracy [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Examining Fig. 1(b) , we see that increasing training length quickly increases accuracy for a given testing duration. However, in Fig. 1(a) , we see that increasing testing duration yields improvement only when there is sufficient training data available, for example, with only 1 or 2 s of training, increasing testing duration does not significantly improve accuracy. Next, we assess the effectiveness of optimal feature selection for noise robust speaker recognition. We considered bandlimited corruption and assumed no knowledge of the noise band location. The new system used the maximum-probability algorithm, which is shown in (14) , to select the reliable subband features from the corrupted test samples during recognition. In this experiment, we used only clean training data to construct the speaker models [i.e., L = 0 in (14)]. We used an oracle model to help assess the effectiveness of the optimal feature selection algorithm. The oracle model used prior knowledge of the noise band location to remove the corrupted subbands before performing recognition. In addition, a baseline system which performed recognition using all the subbands regardless of their level of corruption was also tested; this is referred to as the "do-nothing" system.
Noise-corrupted test samples were generated by adding narrow-band noise to clean speech test samples at an SNR of 0 dB. Different narrow-band noises, of different central frequencies and bandwidths, were created to corrupt different subbands and different numbers of adjacent subbands. Speaker models were constructed using 30 s of clean speech from each speaker, and speaker identification experiments were performed using five 10-s samples from each speaker. The results of this experiment are shown in Table II , for variable narrow-band noises at different frequency locations and affecting different numbers of subbands, within the seven subbands of the representation. Table II shows that in most of the cases, the new system performed better than the oracle model and always significantly better than the "do-nothing" model. This indicates that the system is capable of removing the contribution of noise-corrupted speech subbands from each speaker's score. The fact that the new system could outperform the oracle model in many cases may be due to the fact that the oracle model completely removes all bands believed to be corrupted by noise. It may be the case that some subband features, for example, located at the edges of the noise bands or having a high local SNR, are only partially corrupted and thus are still usable for recognition. The new system performing automatic feature selection to maximize probability may be taking advantage of this additional information, ignored by the oracle model, to produce more accurate identification scores. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the new system combining both multicondition training and optimal feature selection, i.e., (14) with L > 0, to deal with more difficult, full-band, nonstationary noise corruption without assuming prior knowledge of the characteristics of the noise. For each speaker, a multicondition model was constructed by adding low-pass filtered white noise, with a 3-dB cutoff frequency of 2 kHz, to each clean training segment at SNRs of 10, 15, and 20 dB, respectively. Thus, with the clean training condition included, we have a total of four (i.e., L = 3) training conditions in the system (14) . Two training segments, of duration of 5 and 10 s, respectively, were used to construct the multicondition model for each speaker.
Noise-corrupted test samples were created by adding realworld nonstationary full-band noise to clean speech test samples at SNRs of 10, 15, and 20 dB, respectively. Three noise types were used, which were restaurant, street, and pop song. Fig. 2 shows the noise spectrograms, indicating the wideband, time-varying natures of these noises. Ten testing samples, with durations of 5 and 10 s, respectively, were generated for each speaker. In addition to tests of the new system, tests were performed with the system using multicondition training only (i.e., (14) with L = 3 but without the i selection), optimal feature selection only (i.e., (14) with the i selection but with L = 0), and a baseline "do-nothing" model.
The results are presented in Table III . We can see that the new system significantly outperformed the do-nothing model at all the low-SNR conditions. There are only a few exceptions for the pop song noise, at the higher SNR of 20 dB, where no improvement or only small improvement was found for the new system in comparison with the do-nothing model, indicating the difficulty of modeling speech-like noise for accurate speaker recognition. The new system also suffered some performance loss at the clean testing condition, as typically experienced by most noise-robust systems. We also see that combining multicondition training and optimal feature selection in the new system led to greater improvement in system performance than provided by either of the techniques in isolated operation, compared with the do-nothing model. This is especially true for the low-SNR tests, and for the tests with shorter training speech segments.
B. Face Identification With Realistic Partial Occlusion
The AR facial database contains realistic partial occlusions by sunglasses and scarf. From the database, we randomly selected 45 persons (the same number of persons as in the SPIDRE speech database) for testing. Each face image, of 165 × 120 pixels, was processed by a Gabor filterbank at four scales and four orientations. The Gabor filterbank outputs were downsampled by two times and each filterbank output was split into 16 equal sized blocks. Corresponding blocks from each filterbank output were concatenated so that the face was represented by 16 feature vectors each 2400 elements long. That is, each face image I λ = (I (14)]. Tests were carried out using three clean face images and three occluded face images from each occlusion condition-sunglasses and scarf-for each person.
The results of the new recognition system are shown in Table IV. These results are comparable with or exceeded those in the recent literature for different recognition systems [22] - [24] , [40] . Results of these previous systems are included in Table IV for comparison. These previous systems were trained on the same database using one image per person and tested using images with the same occlusions.
C. Bimodal Person Identification With Unknown Corruption of Both Modalities
Finally, bimodal recognition experiments were conducted assuming limited training data for both modalities, and corruption of either a single or both modalities by realistic noise to varying degrees. The full version of the new system (14) was used, in which each frame x λ (t) for person λ combines speech subband features and facial subimages features, as defined in (2) . More specifically, each frame contained F = 14 subband feature streams and K = 16 subimage features, in the form of decorrelated log magnitude spectra for speech subbands and Gabor coefficients for subimages, as detailed previously. In the experiments, each person's face model consisted of a single clean face image, the same as in Section IV-B; this was then combined with the person's speech model built using multicondition training speech data with simulated noise, the same as in Section IV-A, with four corruption conditions. Thus, the new system is expected to be able to deal with both full-band noise corruption in the speech modality (by combining multicondition training and optimal subband selection) and partial occlusion in the facial modality (by optimal subimage selection), without requiring prior knowledge about the corruptions. Testing was performed for each person by taking three speech samples of either 5 or 10 s from each noise condition (restaurant, street, and pop song), paired with a randomly chosen face image from one of the three facial occlusion conditions (clean, sunglasses, and scarf). The new system was compared with a "do-nothing" model, which performed recognition using all the feature components from both modalities, without applying noise compensation. An example of the bimodal test data used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 3 . First, recognition experiments were conducted assuming corruption of only a single modality of the two modalities. The recognition results using occluded test images and clean test speech are shown in Table V , as a function of the occlusion type (including no occlusion) and the training and testing speech duration. Compared with the face-only recognition results shown Fig. 3 . Example of bimodal test data used in our identification system. Shown are an image of a subject from the AR face database with scarf occlusion, and a spectrogram with several seconds of speech data corrupted by restaurant noise with an SNR = 10 dB.
in Table IV , we see that inclusion of the clean speech samples from the subjects improves the recognition accuracy for both occlusion types. The improvement is observed for both the new system and the baseline do-nothing system, and observed for the variable training and testing speech durations examined in the experiments. The new system further improves over the do-nothing system. For the new system, the recognition accuracy with 10 s training speech is greater than or equal to the accuracy obtained with 5 s training speech. However, in common with the speaker recognition experiments, we do not observe a strong correlation between increased testing speech duration and increased recognition accuracy. Next, recognition experiments were performed using noisy test speech and clean test images, as a function of the noise type and SNR, and the durations of training and testing speech (the same conditions as shown in Table III ). An accuracy rate of 100% was obtained for all these conditions for both the new system and the baseline do-nothing system. Then, recognition experiments were conducted assuming corruption on both modalities. The results are summarized in Table VI , as a function of the training and testing speech durations, the acoustic noise, the SNR, and the facial occlusion. In Table VI , we see that combining the speech or facial information with the other modality helped improve recognition accuracy even if the combined information was corrupted. When both modalities are corrupted, the recognition accuracy of the bimodal system remains higher than the best accuracy achieved by either unimodal system tested on corresponding corruption conditions. For example, in the case of restaurant noise with SNR = 10 dB, with 10 s speech for training and 10 s speech for testing, and with face being occluded by sunglasses, the unimodal speaker and facial identification systems scored 63.7% and 89.6%, respectively (see Tables III and IV) , while the bimodal system scored 100%, given identical corruption conditions. The new system combines multicondition training and optimal feature selection to give an additional improvement in accuracy compared with straightforward multimodal combination. This additional accuracy improvement can be seen by comparing the results in the "do nothing" columns with the results produced by the new system. For example, with face occluded by sunglasses and SNR = 10 dB street noise, with 5 s training and 5 s testing, the "do-nothing" system scored 97.0%, while under the same conditions, the new system scored 100% accuracy. By being able to extract the maximum number of matched features from each modality, the new system is dynamically changing, at each frame, the weighting given to each modality depending on how much reliable information is present. A similar improvement in the accuracy of audio-visual person identification by dynamically weighting each modality, depending on reliability, has been observed in [8] . As with the previous experiments, we see that longer speech training often produces greater recognition accuracy than shorter speech training. The new system outperformed the "do-nothing" model in all the test conditions. These results demonstrate that the new system is capable of improving recognition accuracy compared with the component unimodal systems, as well as improving accuracy compared with the bimodal systems based on multicondition training or missing-feature decoding alone.
V. CONCLUSION
Person identification becomes a challenging problem when there is limited training data available for the person and when the data used for identification are corrupted, as will happen in many realistic applications. By using the information from multiple modalities together, it is possible to increase robustness to data sparsity and corruption and, hence, increase identification accuracy. In this paper, we have proposed a new method of bimodal person identification that can be used with limited training data in both modalities, on the order of a few seconds of speech and a single facial image per person, and that is robust to realistic corruption of both modalities. The new method combines the speech and face image at the feature level and compares the bimodal features using a modified cosine similarity. The new similarity measure balances the contributions of the two modalities despite their vast differences in both data rates and feature sizes, and offers the capability of accommodating very limited training data for both modalities. Robustness to corruption in either or both modalities is obtained by incorporating multicondition model training and optimal feature selection. The system is designed to provide corruption robustness assuming minimum prior information about the specific corruption. Experiments were performed on two challenging databases, the AR face database and SPIDRE speaker database, with various types of realistic partial facial occlusion and nonstationary acoustic noise without assuming prior information. The experimental results demonstrate that the new method of bimodal combination offered improved person identification accuracy compared with other systems. Future work will focus on the extension of multicondition training to the facial modality to deal with lighting and/or pose variations.
